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��Slim Calm Sexy Yoga Tara Stiles,2010-08-31 Explains how to use
fifteen-minute yoga sessions to lose weight, reduce stress, stay healthy,
look great, and even have better sex.
��We Flow Hard Sarah Levey,Mason Levey,2018-01-02 Y7 Studios
co-founders Sarah and Mason Levey bring their practice to readers with
We Flow Hard, a fitness and lifestyle book. Y7 embodies a modern,
streamlined approach to the ancient practice of vinyasa, fusing edgy
aspiration with flowing, individualized yoga sequences. As practical as
it is inspirational, We Flow Hard includes sections on the history and
benefits of yoga, the art of crafting the perfect workout playlist, and
tips on incorporating yogic practices and meditation into a
contemporary lifestyle. At the book's core is a series of yoga sequences,
from targeted abs and ass moves to a Y7 spin on traditional vinyasa,
and advice on customizing a yoga practice for your own skills and
goals.
��The Yoga Body Diet Kristen Schultz Dollard,John
Douillard,2010-04-13 A yoga body is the one you have now, only
healthier. This book is your complete guide to how to get it. And the
benefits don't stop at your appearance. At the end of 4 short weeks,
you'll feel better, you'll think more clearly, and you'll find it's much
easier to keep a positive mindset and roll with life's inevitable punches.
It's not as difficult as you might think! Here's how it works: The newest
research has demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt that active
relaxation triggers better blood flow to your organs, improving
digestion and immune function. Yoga also puts you more in touch with
your body, decreases stress and blood pressure, and regulates your
nervous system, cultivating balance in the body. And it pulls muscle
toward bone, creating a lithe and lean frame rather than gym-built bulk.
The Yoga Body Diet shows you exactly how to eat well, shop wisely,
and stretch yourself slim. The best part? NO YOGA EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. On this easy, 4-week plan, you will eat, move, and think
according to your natural rhythms. You'll relax your systems rather
than stressing them out, so that you won't experience the intense hunger
pangs that often come when the body is in overdrive. In 4 short weeks,
The Yoga Body Diet shows you how to de-stress your life, balance
your system, and get the yoga body you've always wanted...for life.
��Love Yoga Randalle Love,2019-03-29 Swirled.com [1] - Absolutely
mesmerizing. Every bit as artistic as it is inspirational. Om Yoga &
Lifestyle Magazine - A truly stunning book, showcasing the art of yoga,
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with the ability to touch your soul. Onlinebookclub.org [2] - 4 out of
4 stars. Readers who enjoy art, photography and any who are looking
for inspiration will find this book just as enjoyable as any yoga
enthusiast would. Links: ------ [1] http://Swirled.com [2]
http://Onlinebookclub.org
��Slimming with Yoga Dodi Schultz,1969
��RETOX Lauren Imparato,2016-02-02 Practical health and wellness
strategies for real life from Lauren Imparato, creator of the I.AM.YOU.
lifestyle brand and yoga studio. Rest to rage. Meditate to work.
Cleanse to get dirty. Enough preaching about self-deprivation. No more
striving for bodily purity. Who has the patience—or the time!—for
strict dietary restrictions and hours of meditation? Let’s get real. These
tactics just don’t work—at least not for long. But that doesn’t mean
health and happiness are unobtainable. Most often you just need an
anxiety buster you can do while running down the street. Or a yoga pose
you can do at your desk. Or a way to debloat what feels like an alien
baby in your abdomen. Retox isn’t about changing who you are or denying
life’s pleasures. It’s about tailoring sensible, scientifically-based health
practices to the life you already live. It’s about working hard, playing
harder, and renewing your balance and energy so you can do it all again.
In Retox, health expert Lauren Imparato strips yoga down to its
anatomical principles, offering practical tips for fast relief. Then,
drawing from a variety of disciplines—from psychology to nutrition to
Tibetan philosophy—she designs no-nonsense strategies and delicious
recipes to combat the most common challenges of modern life: • Stress
and anxiety • Low energy • Back pain and headaches • Hangovers • PMS •
Sleep Deprivation • And much more...
��Yoga After 50 For Dummies Larry Payne,2020-07-07 Improve
balance, flexibility, and overall well-being Yoga is a terrific way to
stay fit and improve mental clarity, balance, agility, and flexibility.
Written by the founding president of the International Association of
Yoga Therapists, this book takes the guesswork out of starting or
continuing yoga at 50 and beyond. You’ll learn how to adapt stances
and breathing to your changing body to reap the benefits of this ancient
practice and use it to calm your mind and body—one pose at a time. -
Discover step-by-step instructions for more than 45 poses - Relieve
stress - Leverage your breathing - Target weak spots, avoid injury, and
deal with pain and chronic conditions - Discover yoga popular apps
Larry Payne, Ph.D, is the founding president of the International
Association of Yoga Therapists and coauthor of Yoga for Dummies.
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Named “one of America’s most respected yoga teachers” by the Los
Angeles Times, he also developed the yoga program at UCLA School of
Medicine and Loyola Marym
��Slimming with Yoga Audrey T. Webb,1974
��Hell-Bent: Obsession, Pain, and the Search for Something Like
Transcendence in Competitive Yoga Benjamin Lorr,2012-10-30 Author
Benjamin Lorr wandered into a yoga studio—and fell down a rabbit hole
Hell-Bent explores a fascinating, often surreal world at the extremes of
American yoga. Benjamin Lorr walked into his first yoga studio on a
whim, overweight and curious, and quickly found the yoga reinventing his
life. He was studying Bikram Yoga (or hot yoga) when a run-in with a
master and competitive yoga champion led him into an obsessive
subculture—a group of yogis for whom eight hours of practice a day in
110- degree heat was just the beginning. So begins a journey. Populated
by athletic prodigies, wide-eyed celebrities, legitimate medical miracles,
and predatory hucksters, it's a nation-spanning trip—from the jam-
packed studios of New York to the athletic performance labs of the
University of Oregon to the stage at the National Yoga Asana
Championship, where Lorr competes for glory. The culmination of two
years of research, and featuring hundreds of interviews with yogis,
scientists, doctors, and scholars, Hell-Bent is a wild exploration. A
look at the science behind a controversial practice, a story of greed,
narcissism, and corruption, and a mind-bending tale of personal
transformation, it is a book that will not only challenge your
conception of yoga, but will change the way you view the fragile,
inspirational limits of the human body itself.
��Yoga for Weight Loss Olivia Summers,2015-04-15 Yoga for
Weight Loss is all you need to completely transform your body in just
90 days! If sweating it out at the gym for hours on end just isn't your
thing (don't worry, it's not mine, either) then you're going to love my
book on yoga for weight loss. My name is Olivia Summers and I'm a
Certified Yoga Teacher and I'm here to tell you that you don't have to
have a gym membership to get the body you've always dreamed of. You
might be thinking to yourself, Why should I listen to her? Well, I didn't
always have a naturally slim and sexy body. In fact, I used to be more
than 50 pounds overweight! So believe me when I say I know where you're
coming from. Losing weight is hard. There's no need to complicate it with
stressful diets and complicated workout routines. All you need to get a
youthful sexy body is within the pages of this book. By utilizing the
power of yoga you will be able to transform your entire mind and body
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and have more than you ever dreamed was possible. Yoga for Weight
Loss will teach you everything you need to know in order to drop the
weight, trim inches and feel younger! Here's a Sneak Peek at What You'll
Learn... How exactly yoga promotes weight loss15 Poses to burn fat
and trim inches (pictures included!)A guide to the traditional Yogic
DietThe exact type of diet that is best for your bodyWhy you don't
have to be vegan or vegetarian to be a yogiThe average number of
calories you can burn from an intense yoga sessionMindful meditation to
beat food cravingsHow to set & be successful with your weight loss
goalsThe best form of yoga to lose the most weightWhy stress is
making you fat-and what you can do about itPlus, so much more!So if
you're ready to connect your mind and body through yoga and feel the
best you ever have, then Yoga for Weight Loss is the answer you've been
looking for!
��Journey Into Power Baron Baptiste,2002 A guide to physical, mental,
and spiritual transformation explains how to rewire thinking, cleanse
diet habits, meditate for truthful living, and do ten-minute tune-ups that
boost energy and alleviate stress.
��Curvy Yoga® Anna Guest-Jelley,2017 Yoga is for everyone, not
just the young and lithe! Guest-Jelley understands what it's like trying
to force yourself into poses that won't take and feeling short of
breath ... so she created Curvy Yoga to embrace all shapes and sizes.
Discover how yoga can help you connect with your body. -- adapted
from back cover.
��Yoga for Weight Loss Celia Hawe,2007 This is the only book to
combine diet and yoga in a tried and tested programme guaranteed to make
you slimmer in just 4 weeks. A massive 34 million people in the UK went on
a diet last year. A third of those gave up half way through because
they found it too difficult to stick to. Over 90 per cent regained the
weight they had lost once the diet ended. Slimming through yoga is a
lasting solution to the endless cycle of weight gain and weight loss
that ultimately defeats mainstream diets - a highly effective and fun
way to lose weight, get fit and achieve a more positive self-image. It is
written by one of the country's most successful yoga teachers whose
inspirational work is known all over the world.
��Fat 2 Fit Yoga Vipul H. Tiwari,2017-07-10 Try a Google image
search of yoga, and what do you notice about the people in the photos?
For one, most of them are women--skinny, fit women. There's a thin woman
on the beach in warrior pose; there's a thin woman in front of the sunset
in tree pose; and hey, there's a thin woman in the woods in lotus pose.
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This theme of skinny yogis isn't wrong, and it's hardly surprising--thin
sells, especially fitness routines. But even if it's not implicitly said,
including only skinny women in yoga images and including only poses
conducive to skinny bodies in teachings can make yoga, well, not so
inclusive. You get to think that yoga and its health benefits, such as
stress reduction and improved fitness, are best for thin people, and not
so much for the 36 percent of U.S. adults and shockingly 2.1 billion
obese people on our blue planet. Not true. Yoga is for all types of
shapes and sizes if you just know how to start.What tips can make yoga
more comfortable for me?* Widen your stance : In many standing
postures, feet are often supposed to be hip-width apart. But if you're
bigger, it may help to spread your feet farther until they're at a
comfortable distance to increase stability* Know your body : If the skin
of your belly, thighs, arms or breasts gets in the way grab on and move
it. This type of instruction may not be written in the scripts of most
traditional yoga classes, so take the initiative to make you more
comfortable.* Use props : If your instructor wants you to touch your
hands to your toes for a hamstring stretch, don't respond with a
sarcastic eye roll. A yoga strap can help you achieve this stretch and
support you in other pose, too. And a yoga block can provide support
as well, by helping you connect with the ground. Ask an instructor to
demonstrate the best practices for using these props.I'm overweight or
obese. Why do yoga?I think yoga can be a wonderful form of movement
that bigger-bodied people can adapt for themselves, this eBook is only
designed to meet the challenges to fat people and it is also an online
resource for yogis and instructors. For folks carrying more weight,
low-impact exercises like yoga may be more comfortable than, say,
running on the pavement. And most postures can be modified to fit your
body.Plus, yoga isn't that cycling class with the drill sergeant
instructor. It's not the Insanity Workout. The mental component of
yoga--the deep breathing, positive meditation, and awareness--can boost
confidence for people of all waistlines. Yoga helps give your insight, and
perhaps that insight can help you make better choices and eliminate
negative self-talk.
��Yoga for ideal weight and shape Noa Belling,2009
��Yoga for Weight Loss Celia Hawe,2004-01-02 Can't find a way to
relax? Stuck in a rut with your current workout routine? Yoga for
Weight-Loss is the essential guide to stopping the endless cycle of
weight loss and weight gain. You will learn how to take back control
of your body, your eating habits, and your attitude towards your
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weight.Drawing on the gentle Hatha yoga technique, this program can be
practised by anyone. Each chapter provides tried and tested yoga
exercises accompanied by a different aspect of positive thinking, to build
up to a 40-minute routine of energizing, motivational, and relaxing
postures for body and soul. The healthy eating plan helps you lose
weight while the yoga streamlines your shape. Yoga for Weight-Loss
will strengthen your body and mind while helping you to feel a sense of
well-being and joy that you never thought possible.
��The Subtle Body Stefanie Syman,2011-05-24 In The Subtle Body,
Stefanie Syman tells the surprising story of yoga's transformation from
a centuries-old spiritual discipline to a multibillion-dollar American
industry. Yoga's history in America is longer and richer than even its
most devoted practitioners realize. It was present in Emerson's New
England, and by the turn of the twentieth century it was fashionable
among the leisure class. And yet when Americans first learned about
yoga, what they learned was that it was a dangerous, alien practice
that would corrupt body and soul. A century later, you can find yoga
in gyms, malls, and even hospitals, and the arrival of a yoga studio in a
neighborhood is a signal of cosmopolitanism. How did it happen? It did so,
Stefanie Syman explains, through a succession of charismatic yoga
teachers, who risked charges of charlatanism as they promoted yoga in
America, and through generations of yoga students, who were deemed
unbalanced or even insane for their efforts. The Subtle Body tells the
stories of these people, including Henry David Thoreau, Pierre A. Bernard,
Margaret Woodrow Wilson, Christopher Isherwood, Sally Kempton,
and Indra Devi. From New England, the book moves to New York City and
its new suburbs between the wars, to colonial India, to postwar Los
Angeles, to Haight-Ashbury in its heyday, and back to New York City
post-9/11. In vivid chapters, it takes in celebrities from Gloria Swanson
and George Harrison to Christy Turlington and Madonna. And it offers a
fresh view of American society, showing how a seemingly arcane and
foreign practice is as deeply rooted here as baseball or ballet. This epic
account of yoga's rise is absorbing and often inspiring—a major
contribution to our understanding of our society.
��Yoga for Weight Loss Celia Hawe,2007
��Beauty Through Yoga Kareen Zebroff,1978-01-01
��Yoga for Americans Indra Devi,Indra Devi Petersen
Knauer,1959-01-01
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Embark on a transformative journey with Written by is captivating
work, Grab Your Copy of Yoga Plugin Slim Yoga I . This enlightening
ebook, available for download in a convenient PDF format Download in
PDF: , invites you to explore a world of boundless knowledge. Unleash
your intellectual curiosity and discover the power of words as you
dive into this riveting creation. Download now and elevate your reading
experience to new heights .
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In this digital age, the
convenience of
accessing information
at our fingertips has
become a necessity.
Whether its research
papers, eBooks, or
user manuals, PDF
files have become the
preferred format for
sharing and reading
documents. However,
the cost associated
with purchasing PDF
files can sometimes be
a barrier for many
individuals and
organizations.

Thankfully, there are
numerous websites
and platforms that
allow users to
download free PDF
files legally. In this
article, we will
explore some of the
best platforms to
download free PDFs.
One of the most
popular platforms to
download free PDF
files is Project
Gutenberg. This online
library offers over
60,000 free eBooks
that are in the public
domain. From classic
literature to
historical documents,
Project Gutenberg
provides a wide range
of PDF files that can
be downloaded and
enjoyed on various
devices. The website is
user-friendly and
allows users to
search for specific
titles or browse
through different
categories. Another
reliable platform for
downloading Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
free PDF files is Open
Library. With its
vast collection of
over 1 million eBooks,
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Open Library has
something for every
reader. The website
offers a seamless
experience by providing
options to borrow or
download PDF files.
Users simply need to
create a free account
to access this
treasure trove of
knowledge. Open
Library also allows
users to contribute
by uploading and
sharing their own PDF
files, making it a
collaborative
platform for book
enthusiasts. For
those interested in
academic resources,
there are websites
dedicated to providing
free PDFs of research
papers and scientific
articles. One such
website is
Academia.edu, which
allows researchers
and scholars to
share their work with
a global audience.
Users can download
PDF files of research
papers, theses, and
dissertations
covering a wide range
of subjects.
Academia.edu also

provides a platform
for discussions and
networking within the
academic community.
When it comes to
downloading Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
free PDF files of
magazines, brochures,
and catalogs, Issuu
is a popular choice.
This digital publishing
platform hosts a
vast collection of
publications from
around the world.
Users can search for
specific titles or
explore various
categories and genres.
Issuu offers a
seamless reading
experience with its
user-friendly interface
and allows users to
download PDF files
for offline reading.
Apart from dedicated
platforms, search
engines also play a
crucial role in finding
free PDF files. Google,
for instance, has an
advanced search
feature that allows
users to filter
results by file type.
By specifying the file
type as "PDF," users
can find websites that

offer free PDF
downloads on a
specific topic. While
downloading Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
free PDF files is
convenient, its
important to note
that copyright laws
must be respected.
Always ensure that
the PDF files you
download are legally
available for free.
Many authors and
publishers
voluntarily provide
free PDF versions of
their work, but its
essential to be
cautious and verify
the authenticity of
the source before
downloading Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I. In
conclusion, the
internet offers
numerous platforms
and websites that
allow users to
download free PDF
files legally. Whether
its classic literature,
research papers, or
magazines, there is
something for
everyone. The
platforms mentioned in
this article, such as
Project Gutenberg,
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Open Library,
Academia.edu, and
Issuu, provide access
to a vast collection
of PDF files. However,
users should always
be cautious and verify
the legality of the
source before
downloading Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
any PDF files. With
these platforms, the
world of PDF
downloads is just a
click away.

FAQs About Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
Books

What is a Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
PDF? A PDF (Portable
Document Format) is
a file format
developed by Adobe
that preserves the
layout and
formatting of a
document, regardless
of the software,
hardware, or
operating system used
to view or print it.
How do I create a
Yoga Plugin Slim
Yoga I PDF? There are

several ways to
create a PDF: Use
software like Adobe
Acrobat, Microsoft
Word, or Google
Docs, which often
have built-in PDF
creation tools. Print
to PDF: Many
applications and
operating systems
have a "Print to PDF"
option that allows
you to save a
document as a PDF
file instead of printing
it on paper. Online
converters: There are
various online tools
that can convert
different file types to
PDF. How do I edit a
Yoga Plugin Slim
Yoga I PDF? Editing a
PDF can be done with
software like Adobe
Acrobat, which
allows direct editing
of text, images, and
other elements within
the PDF. Some free
tools, like PDFescape
or Smallpdf, also
offer basic editing
capabilities. How do I
convert a Yoga
Plugin Slim Yoga I
PDF to another file
format? There are
multiple ways to

convert a PDF to
another format: Use
online converters like
Smallpdf, Zamzar, or
Adobe Acrobats
export feature to
convert PDFs to
formats like Word,
Excel, JPEG, etc.
Software like Adobe
Acrobat, Microsoft
Word, or other PDF
editors may have
options to export or
save PDFs in different
formats. How do I
password-protect a
Yoga Plugin Slim
Yoga I PDF? Most PDF
editing software
allows you to add
password protection.
In Adobe Acrobat, for
instance, you can go
to "File" ->
"Properties" ->
"Security" to set a
password to restrict
access or editing
capabilities. Are there
any free alternatives
to Adobe Acrobat
for working with
PDFs? Yes, there are
many free
alternatives for
working with PDFs,
such as: LibreOffice:
Offers PDF editing
features. PDFsam:
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Allows splitting,
merging, and editing
PDFs. Foxit Reader:
Provides basic PDF
viewing and editing
capabilities. How do I
compress a PDF file?
You can use online
tools like Smallpdf,
ILovePDF, or desktop
software like Adobe
Acrobat to compress
PDF files without
significant quality
loss. Compression
reduces the file size,
making it easier to
share and download.
Can I fill out forms in
a PDF file? Yes, most
PDF viewers/editors
like Adobe Acrobat,
Preview (on Mac), or
various online tools
allow you to fill
out forms in PDF files
by selecting text
fields and entering
information. Are there
any restrictions when
working with PDFs?
Some PDFs might have
restrictions set by
their creator, such as
password protection,
editing restrictions,
or print restrictions.
Breaking these
restrictions might
require specific

software or tools,
which may or may not
be legal depending on
the circumstances and
local laws.
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use labs for trainings
azure lab services
microsoft learn - Jun
19 2022
web 2 microsoft
10775 lab files
2022 06 12
microsoft 10775 lab
files downloaded from
stage gapinc com by
guest shannon
santiago bergman s
comprehensive
10775 labrador pl
riverside ca 92503
mls ig18095784 -
Sep 10 2021
web 2 microsoft
10775 lab files
2023 06 19
microsoft 10775 lab
files downloaded from
stage gapinc com by
guest hamilton
luciano hassell
street press by
combining
windows and office
365 deployment lab
kit microsoft 365 -

Feb 25 2023
web microsoft 10775
lab files annual
report of the
pennsylvania
agricultural
experiment station
oct 26 2021 test
reports jan 09 2023
code of federal
regulations nov 14
microsoft labs
10775a orientation
sutd edu sg - Apr 29
2023
web before you begin
the lab you must
complete the
following step revert
the virtual machines
as per the
instructions in d
10775a labs revert
txt exercise 1 verify
sql
microsoft 10775 lab
pdf smcapproved - Mar
17 2022
web o f f i c i a l m i c
r o s o f t l e a r n i n
g p r o d u c t
10775a administering
microsoft sql server
2012 databases
companion content 2
administering
ace microsoft 70 775
certification with
actual questions -
Aug 22 2022
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web microsoft labs
10775a 10775
administering
microsoft sql server
2012 databases may
1st 2018 10775
administering
microsoft sql server
2012 many of the
labs in this
microsoft labs
10775a orientation
sutd edu sg - Aug 02
2023
web administering
microsoft sql server
2012 database
10775 administering
microsoft sql server
2012 databases ms
10775a microsoft
sql server 2012
databases free
microsoft 10775 lab
configuration
youtube - Jul 01
2023
web oct 25 2023  
laura longcore vice
president of microsoft
worldwide learning at
microsoft learn our
goal is to help you
acquire the technical
skills you need to
reach
blizzcon 2023 all the
xbox news and
reveals from this year
s - Dec 14 2021

web personalised
advertising and
content advertising
and content
measurement audience
research and services
development ms775
flight tracker track
the real time flight
10775ad enu labm pdf
microsoft sql server
scribd - Nov 24 2022
web original title
10775a 00 uploaded
by nguyen khanh hoa
tgv description
10775a 00
copyright all rights
reserved available
formats download as
pdf txt or read
your guide to intune
at microsoft ignite
2023 - Sep 03 2023
web nov 1 2023  
labs at microsoft
ignite are instructor
led in person sessions
on a technical depth
topic to guide you to
complete your own
learning scenarios in
real time with
10775a enu
companion pdf
microsoft sql server
- Feb 13 2022
web e�orts taking the
results of experiments
on laboratory

animals and applying
them to humans in
many cases these
interventions are
intended to help people
with disabilities
microsoft 10775 lab
files vps huratips com
- Jan 15 2022
web 2 days ago  
customize your own
overwatch 2 wireless
controller today
with xbox design lab
to celebrate the event
and overwatch 2 s in
game collaboration
with le sserfim
10775a laborguide
pdf l1 1 module 1
introduction to sql -
Mar 29 2023
web jun 1 2023   the
windows and office
365 deployment lab
kits are designed to
help you plan test
and validate your
deployment and
management of
desktops running
windows
course 10775
training certification
and program support
- Oct 04 2023
web the instructor
led training for
course 10775 for
administering
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microsoft sql server
2012 databases is
not available in the
learning download
center anymore as it
already
microsoft labs
10775a oilitios com
- Jul 21 2022
web oct 11 2023  
labs meet the
following
requirements for
conducting training in
any virtual
environment trainees
can quickly provision
their training
environments every
training
ms775 ms 775 flight
tracker flightstats -
Nov 12 2021
web aug 28 2023  
microsoft 10775 lab
files mcleodgaming
mcleodgaming
mcleodgaming april
29th 2018 thank you
all for your patience
the website and
forums
microsoft 10775 lab
files stage gapinc com
- Aug 10 2021

10775a 00 pdf
microsoft sql server
hyper v scribd - Oct
24 2022

web this five day
instructor led course
provides students
with the knowledge
and skills to maintain
a microsoft sql
server 2012
database moc 10775
a administering
moc 10775 a
administering
microsoft sql server
2012 databases - Sep
22 2022
web aug 3 2023  
exam perform data
engineering on
microsoft azure
hdinsight duration 2
hours number of
questions in the
database 38 exam
version aug 3 2023
exam
learning multi task
action abstractions
as a sequence - Apr
17 2022
web microsoft 10775
lab microsoft 10775
lab 2 downloaded
from smcapproved com
on 2019 08 22 by
guest signals and
systems richard
baraniuk 2009 09 24
this text deals
microsoft 10775 lab
files - Oct 12 2021
web 4 beds 2 baths

1418 sq ft house
located at 10775
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